Investors Update

Manufacturing
The company has started the manufacturing process using the new production lines that have
been built in Mego-Afek and in Integer-Israel and expect to start receiving finished products in the
coming weeks.
The production line experienced several delays that resulted in a 2-month setback in the timeline.

First In Human Clinical Trial:
The FIH trial has been completed successfully after performing 5 cases in total using LapBox V1.
The device has shown safety as all units passed the leakage test and a study detailing the trial will
be published later this year.
FDA:
The 400 units that are now in manufacturing will undergo a series of predefined tests in the
coming month, both in the US and Israel, and first submission to the FDA is expected in Q3 2021.

Team:
• Ark is proud to announce that Anne (Ballinger) Morrissey has joined the company as a
board member (https://www.linkedin.com/in/annemorrissey/). Anne is a leading figure in the
women's health sector bringing her vast experience as CEO Alydia health (was sold for
$240M in March 2021)
• The company has started working with Dr. Amy Garcia, a leading US GYN surgeon
(https://www.linkedin.com/in/amygarciamd/) , Amy is working with leading companies in the
GYN filed in bringing new devices to the market and have good connection to physicians
and medical centers in the US.

Future:
• Ark has started to work on a detailed market penetration plan for the soft launch and sales
of LapBox units in the US and is collaborating with sales and marketing experts from Israel
and the US in order to achieve these goals.
• The company is working on adding US based KOL`s and is working with US hospitals to
plan the product launch.
• Ark is continuing the communication with strategic partners and expect to have a road show
in the next quarter

